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	Mac users are passionate and loyal and these books capture that same feeling in pedagogy and series style. Titles in the Portable Genius series are not comprehensive; instead they aim to provide readers with the most accessible, useful information possible by giving readers tips and techniques for the most used features in a product or software. A handy smaller trim size makes it easy for readers to carry with them essential information on the hottest tips and tricks for their Mac. They'll find essential information coupled with savvy advice on everything from simple tasks like getting started, to intermediate information, and hip tips that cover how to use all the applications in iLife. As many iLife users initially find iMovie, GarageBand, and iWeb somewhat daunting, this book offers fast-moving coverage of the essentials of these applications as well as more advanced features.

	

	The Genius is in.


	You don't have to be a genius to use iLife apps. But if you want to get the very most out of yours, put this savvy Portable Genius guide to work and start ramping up the pace. Want to share your photos with the world or post them to your website? Make home movies with iMovie and iDVD? Become a rock star with GarageBand? Have a blast with podcasts? You'll find cool and useful Genius tips, full-color screenshots, and pages of easy-to-access shortcuts and tools that will save you loads of time and let you enjoy all your iLife '09 applications to the max.


	Portable GENIUS


	Fun, hip, and straightforward, the new Portable Genius series gives forward-thinking Apple users useful information in handy, compact books that are easy to navigate and don't skimp on the essentials. Collect the whole series and make the most of your Apple digital lifestyle.

	

	About the Author


	Guy Hart-Davis is the author of more than 40 computing books, including Mac OS X Leopard QuickSteps, How to Do Everything with Your iPod & iTunes, and co-author of iMac Portable Genius. He has been working with Macs for over 20 years.
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The Laws of Software ProcessAuerbach Publications, 2003
Within one generation, software has become one of the principal sources of wealth in the world. The development and use of software has grown faster than for any artifact in the history of the world. Probably no topic or subject in history has accelerated in its rate of practice as software has. Software development now needs to mature into a...
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CRISPR Guide RNA Design: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2162)Humana Press, 2020

	This detailed volume focuses on the CRISPR-associated guide RNA and how it can be designed, modified, and validated for a broad repertoire of purposes. Beginning with a section on computational design of target-specific guide RNAs, the book continues by covering chemical modifications to alter guide RNA stability, specificity, and...
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Handbook of Meat ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This handbook comprehensively presents the current status of the manufacturing of the most important meat products. Editor and renowned meat expert Fidel Toldrá heads an international collection of meat scientists who have contributed to this essential reference book.


	Coverage is divided into three parts. Part one,...
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Build the Best Data Center Facility for Your Business (Cisco Press Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2005
A comprehensive, step-by-step guide to designing and managing robust, flexible,  and productive data center facilities Includes step-by-step instructions on  every major decision involved in designing flexible and productive data center  facilities Shows how to maximize infrastructure, avoid downtime, and save  millions by extending data center...
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Distributed Algorithms: An Intuitive Approach (The MIT Press)MIT Press, 2013

	A comprehensive guide to distributed algorithms that emphasizes examples and exercises rather than mathematical argumentation.


	This book offers students and researchers a guide to distributed algorithms that emphasizes examples and exercises rather than the intricacies of mathematical models. It avoids mathematical...
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Software Process Quality : Management and ControlCRC Press, 1999
Software presents both an opportunity and a threat. Software runs our lives. The list of applications in which software is a critical component is endless: elevators, airlines, telecommunications, medical devices, education, and countless others. Data from the Software Engineering Institute indicates that approximately 60% of software development...
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